Translation of the VIMA magazine article “Kythera may work it out
(greek expression, not important): an original (unusual) musical
workshop”
15/08/05
Page, 46, bottom left: “Afternoon in Kythera: the two violinists (Aggelina
Kartsaki and Sofia Baltatzi) moved a little further from the others in order to
concentrate on the score. The work they are studying is new and just came
out of the‘production line’ of the young composers, who are also their
roomates. In a few hours they will have to perform it to the rest of the
workshop’s participants”
Page, 47, main title: “Kythera may work it out (greek expression, not
important): an original (unusual) musical workshop”
Page 47, top right: “What are 33 young musicians doing in a monastery in
the middle of summer? A trip to Kythera was enough for us to convey words
and images from the most original musical workshop in the Aegean”
Page 49, bottom: “Waking up with the Alp horn, or, to put it simply, get your
asses up and start writing and playing music!” The names of the people in
the photo.
Page 50, top photo: “ How many musicians fit into a 4x4? ‘I am sick and
tired of driving up and down the island’ is the confession of Nikos Karydis,
who was burdened with the transportation of most of the group”
Page 50, bottom photo: “ ‘I speak to them in Turkish and they understand
me just fine’, says the 21year-old Turk saz player, Chico Turkoglou, who
was not at all discouraged by the distance: he travelled for two days in order
to reach Kythera, where he immediately became the group’s favorite”
Page 51, top photo: “ ‘Some works are so good that you are happy that you
will be the one to perform them for the first time’ says the 22year-old
pianist Nikos Stavlas. In the winter he will continue his studies in the Royal
College in London”
Page 51, bottom photo: “Practicing the work of ‘the composer next
door’…19year-old Alexandros Kasartzis seems quite concentrated in his
playing”
Page 53, big photo, bottom right: “Rehearsing ‘Batman’s flight over Kythera’,
one of the works written there. On the right (small photo) the Monastery of
Myrtidia. The Committee bla bla of Kythera (I don’t know how to translate
this) had the courtesy to open its doors to its musical visitors”
Page 53-55: main article text:
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“The cool and newly repainted outer cells of the Monastery of Myrtidia
temporarily changed their use, and opened their doors to music and to the
enthusiasm of the young people. The building with the slightly elevated
front yard hosted for 10 days the liveliness and talent of 32 musicians from
all over Greece and another one from Turkey. They gathered there in order
to participate in an original workshop of contemporary experimental music
which was organized for the second year in the outer cells of the Monastery
of Myrtidia, in this magical Kytherian scenery. Appart from the musicians,
there were also dancers, actors and video artists, whose work was equally
important.
In the convent, the morning of July 17th, the young people, most of whom
were strangers to each other before they met in Kythera, had already started
to fit into the everyday rhythm of working and co-existing with each other.
Everything took place in the same space, the west part of the island, next to
the convent with a view of the sea: the composers composed, the performers
rehearsed and all together they cooked, danced, laughed. 33 young artists
lived harmoniously within this musical enviroment, perhaps not only
because music is said to calm the passions. But maybe because their passion
is music itself, as well as the setting prepared for them by the kytherian
composer Panayiotis Leftheris (in close collaboration with composer Fani
Kosona and the young musician Victoria Taskou), something that they can’t
find in the winter in the conservatories and universities.
All this was the combination of individual work with group co-existence and
collective music making. To make this work successfully, the standardized
teacher/student relationship was dispensed with. The organizers’ idea was
that the 10 days of the workshop would be divided into 3 periods of 3 days
each, with a group concert at the end of each period. In three days each of
the 14 composers had to write a new piece of music on paper, and work with
2 or 3 musicians in order for the piece to be performed at the end of the
third day.
‘If you don’t hear your work played, then it is only half finished’ says young
Dionysis Boukouvalas. ‘Here you can hear it (the work) almost immediately,
not by a computer, but by musicians with whom you are living together. I
was impressed that in 2 days I wrote a piece and I liked it. Lately it has taken
me several weeks to achieve something like that’. 25year-old composer
Nikos Karydis, appart form composing, was also in charge of the group’s
transportation. With a black farmer’s Mazda, he carried the heavy musical
equipment (instruments etc) from Athens to Kalamata to Kythera. In his very
little free time, he carried the group down to the beach in Kapsali, for a
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quick splash. ‘The good thing is that here you can write for a specific
instrument and a specific person’, he told us. And, since he took the trouble
to carry in his truck the heavy equipment, we thought that he has more than
one reasons to be content when his pieces are being performed. ‘There is no
impersonal feeling that you are just writing a bunch of notes, which may be
played somewhere, sometime in the future’, he added.
The people reached Kythera from all over Greece. However, there were two
main groups: students from the Music Department of the University of
Macedonia in Thessaloniki (under the guidance of Sofia Karakatza, theater
director), and from the Municipal Conservatory of Kalamata (students of
composer Fani Kosona). Pretty special and individual was presence of Chico
Turkoglou, a 21year-old Turk, a virtuoso saz player, who had no problem
whatsoever fitting in with the group. ‘We communicate in english’ he said.
‘But when I can’t find the specific expression , I tell them what I want in
turkish, and they understand me just fine’. Chico is studying music in
Marmara University in Istanbul, and he travelled for more than 40 hours in
order to reach Kythera, boarding a train, a bus and a ship successively.
The youngest of the organizers’ triplet’, 26year-old Victoria Taskou is a
composer and ud performer. She shared her cell with two other musicians
and dancer Elina Tzavara. The cell is cool and simple. Matresses on the floor,
a small kitchen sink, keyboards, ud, music stand. ‘Some of us are still so
naïve so as to hope that we can find our way in music and live through our
music making’, Victoria told us. ‘There is no secure road in the professional
area if you’re a musician. If I decide that I will make money by composing
music, then I will have to compromise (I won’t be free to create whatever
music I want). Probably I will earn my living some other way, but still….you
never know.’ Daphne Sophocleous, Victoria’s roomate, composer as well,
seems to agree with her: ‘A composer in Greece practically earns his/her
living from conservatory lessons. In the winter, while you are trying to
function in this conservatorial enviroment, you may sometimes get stuck (as
far as composing is concerned). This change of scenery may change the way
you think and the way you write music. You just stop being so concerned
with the details. The pressure caused by the very short amount of time,
makes you function only by instinct.’
The musicians/performers were more relaxed than the composers, and they
were in a mood for jokes and teasing. Relieved of the burden of composing,
they waited for the next piece that would come out of the ‘production line’,
in order to start rehearsing it, discussing it, disagreeing with the composer.
Among them is the 22year-old pianist from Serres, Nikos Stavlas, who was
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granted a scholarship this year to sudy at the Royal College of Music in
London. A few weeks before he left for his studies, he took the trip to
Kythera along with friends from Northern Greece. ‘Here you can get to know
music while it’s being created, and you can come in contact with people that
are now writing music’ he said, during his break from a rehearsal with two
violinists. ‘Some pieces are really very interesting. So interesting that you are
happy that you are the one to present them for the first time.
The soul of this whole effort was composer Panayiotis Leftheris. He studied
at the Royal Music Academy in the Hague, and returned to Greece and in his
home land, Kythera, where he is a primary and secondary school music
teacher. In this workshop he acted as an organizer, his presence was full of
energy and high spirits, and he was ready to share this experience with the
young people. ‘Protagonists here are the participants, and not some person
acting as a leader or teacher and running things. The young people1 want to
present themselves to the others as best they can. They are not interested in
imitating an academic norm and to impress a teacher or a professor. I admitt
that we are very impressed by what we hear in the concerts/presentations.
Co-organizer Fani Cosona, with previous studies in the Paris Conservatory,
teaches composition in the Municipal Conservatory of Calamata. She says
that her role as teacher is equal to that of her students. ‘I watch them
discretely. If a failure is under way, the students assume their responsibility.
Even a failure can be functional if it leads to a discussion within the group.’
The afternoons when there was no concert, were spent with presentaions by
artists that acted as visitors to the workshop. In the morning of our second
day there, some of the people were preparing for a presentation of a dance
improvisation, under the guidance of French kinesiologist Therese Van
Damme. The idea was to combine dance and music without a predetermined
plan. The musicians would ‘enter’ the dance in the evening of the same day,
and they would also improvise. Therese van Damme, the head of the Ex
Nihilo dance group, saw that the people in the workshop were willing to try a
new experience. ‘When you are in a room in Athens you have the desire to
scream before starting the improvisation. Just to get rid of the city’s
pressure and tension. Here it is so calm, the air and the smells… they
immediately create the perfect atmosphere for improvisation.’ In the evening
of the same day, with a jockey hat, she was closely watching how things
were turning out between dancers and musicians in the improvisation.
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He keeps referring to us as “the kids”, which has a friendly connotation. It would be best translated as
“the guys”, but something doesn’t sound right, so I am translating it “young people” which is really
lame!
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People from different backrounds simply blended together harmoniously,
just like that, without any affectation.” (end of main article text). Here are
the remaining captions of the photos on pages 54 and 55:
Page 54, top photo: “Composer Daphne Sophocleous smiles while approving
the effort of roomate and co-organizer Victoria Taskou to play her piece on
the ud…”
Page 54, bottom photo: “The composers composed, the performers
rehearsed, and all of them cooked, danced, laughed together…”
Page 55, photo caption: “The calmness of the setting was in contrast with
the pressure of the schedule of the musical workshop. Here, Stavroula
Pavlikou and Panayiotis Asimakopoulos in the middle of an outdoor
collaboration”
Page 55, caption at the bottom of the page: “The Monastery of Myrtidia was
built in the middle sof the 19th century by Agathaggelo Kalligero, in the
same space where an older place of worship was located. Centuries ago, at
that spot, the miracle icon of the Panagia Myrtidiotissa was found.”
Translation: Daphne Sophocleous
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